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Definition: Multimedia personalization is tailoring digital audiovisual content to its users,

based on personal details or characteristics they provide. It allows a content provider to adapt
specific multimedia content in accordance with individual standards, tastes and preferences. For
example, movies can be personalized based on genre, cast, director, etc.

Introduction
During the last decade, the exceptional growth of ubiquitous communication
technologies, side by side to the breathtaking increase of available digital multimedia
content, has allowed access to personalized multimedia content anytime, anywhere. This
growth comes with an increasing heterogeneity of client devices, as well as user
preferences. The client devices range from traditional Personal Computers (PCs) to
enhanced digital camera mobile phones and Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and all of
them facilitate quite different device profiles in terms of resolution, computational power
and memory. Therefore, the heterogeneity of clients and their ubiquitous connections
pose new challenges in the delivery and presentation of rich personalized multimedia
content to the end-users, according to their context, their specific background and
interest, as well as their profiles and preferences.
The above phenomenon is strongly related to the fact that the cost of multimedia storage
and wide area communication services has decreased, while at the same time their
capacity increased dramatically. This observation, along with the increasing penetration
of rich multimedia content applications, has made digital storage, annotation and access
of multimedia information a mature and viable choice for content providers and
individuals. Numerous multimedia collections have been made accessible, depending
upon copyright, policy and security decisions, over the Internet in a cost-, time- and
place-efficient fashion. However, one of the main problems of traditional content
archiving and sharing has been inherited to its modern digital descendants and became
even worse: people (i.e. the ultimate content users) are not interested in the entire set of
available content, but quite on the contrary, they like to search and retrieve only specific
portions of it, according to their personalized preferences and needs. Nowadays, they
also get confused and overloaded by the vast amounts of multimedia content available,
thus the need for multimedia personalization is now more evident than ever.
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Dynamically created personalized content may include different modalities. Typically,
text-centric personalized content may be identified on the Web and adaptive hypermedia
systems [12]. On-demand generation and publication of personalized multimedia content
is introduced with research efforts, like the personalized album MyPhotos [13] and
services, like Flickr [14] or Youtube [22]. In the area of dynamically generating
personalized multimedia presentations, [15] and [16] form indicative research examples,
whereas SlideShare [17] introduced webinars and collaborative software to the broad
audience. Recently, social networking services and mashups introduced a new era in the
personalization process, both in personal (e.g. Facebook [18], Myspace [19], Flixster [25])
and professional (e.g. LinkedIn [20], Plaxo [21]) user space, by utilizing user generated
tagging information and recommendations. In all cases, personalization seeks to improve
the subjective performance of retrieval as perceived by individual users ([34], [35], [36],
[37], [38]). This article focuses on the role of contextualized personalization in multimedia
information retrieval (IR), and more specifically, in its smooth integration into the
personalization of multimedia content retrieval.
In principle, personalized multimedia content access aims at enhancing the IR process by
complementing explicit user requests with implicit user preferences, to better meet
individual user needs [23]. Personalization is being currently envisioned as a major
research trend to relieve the well-known information overload problem [24]. Typically,
multimedia IR systems list relevant items only if users ask for them. Efficient multimedia
personalization systems, on the other hand, should be able to predict the needs of users
and recommend items, even though the user does not specifically request them. Thus,
from the research point of view, multimedia personalization is typically separated into
two main categories, namely extraction of user preferences and profiles and personalized
retrieval and ranking of the results, to be discussed in the following.

The role of user profiles
It is a fact that uncertainty dominates the process of personalized information retrieval
[1], as a limited set of terms cannot fully describe the user's wish. The role of multimedia
personalization is to reduce this uncertainty, by using more information about the user's
wishes than just the local interest. The contribution of user profiles in understanding the
effect inherent in information retrieval, when two distinct users presenting identical
queries obtain different subsets of retrieved documents and to different degrees, is
crucial. The user profile is generated through the constant monitoring of the user's
interaction, which contains less uncertainty because of the nature of his/her actions, as
long as the monitoring period is sufficient and representative of the user's preferences.
Therefore, a user profile, which contains valuable information concerning the user's
global interest, i.e. information concerning the user's preferences over a long period of
time, may be used whenever the query, i.e. the user's local preference or in other words
the scope of his/her current interaction, provides insufficient information about the user
and his/her local interest.
In order to process the user profile using the stored knowledge, the representation of the
former needs to be compatible with it. From the semantic perspective, the best way to
model the underlying knowledge is to utilize the notion of ontologies [2]. An ontology is
“an explicit specification of a conceptualization” and it consists by several components of
which the most important ones are concepts and relations. Such a (semantic) ontology
usually contains semantic concepts and semantic relationships between these concepts,
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whereas in the “fuzzified” case [3], degrees of confidence are associated to the
corresponding relations between any two concepts, as well. We may define user
preferences on the same set of concepts, or in other words, preferences are considered to
be concepts, as well. When the user poses a query that is in fact related to one of his/her
preferences, that preference may be used to facilitate the interpretation of the query, as
well as the ranking of the selected multimedia documents. However, usage of
preferences that are unrelated to the query may only be viewed as addition of noise, as
any proximity between selected multimedia documents and these preferences is
coincidental in the given context. Thus, in addition to positive preferences, special care
must be taken for the representation and separate store of negative preferences, so that
they are processed separately.

Usage history and user actions
In the process of identifying both kinds of user preferences, we start from the set of
multimedia documents available in each user's usage history. Any user profile
implementation, such as the one introduced in [4], may receive this usage history as
input and produce the corresponding set of user preferences as output. In order to
achieve this, the process needs to access the utilized knowledge (e.g. in terms of a
semantic ontology). The set of multimedia documents available in the usage history is
constructed as the result of the application of all user action types, during the user's
interaction with the retrieval system. These actions characterize the user and express
his/her personal view of the search space content. These actions are directly associated to
user requests or queries and therefore we shall use the term query in the following.
Typical multimedia content retrieval user action types that a user may pose as queries
are:
 keyword-based queries: keywords may be extracted from a natural language or a
keyword-based encountered query and are mapped to concepts in the annotation
of multimedia documents, utilizing state-of-the-art information extraction
techniques (e.g. [5]).
 view multimedia document queries: concepts are directly encountered in the
annotation of a multimedia document and are usually retrieved with the help of
a semantic index [6].
 relevance feedback queries: relevance feedback queries satisfy users’ relevance
feedback requests and consist mainly of two parts, namely positive and negative
relevance feedback requests. Positive requests correspond to the annotation of
the set of multimedia documents marked as relevant by the user, whereas
negative ones correspond to the annotation of the set of multimedia documents
marked as non relevant [26].
 browsing content queries: browsing queries are defined as a set of topics requested
for browsing by the user, according to one specific browsing topic or category of
documents or concepts.
Typically, the user's usage history comprises of a combination of all types of actions,
provided that a user is able to perform any type of action at a given time. An association
between the related history documents and concepts exists through the utilization of a
semantic index [6], which is a priori constructed during analysis of either the raw
content, or the associated textual annotation.
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User preferences extraction
The formal definition of user preferences as a fuzzy set of concepts, allows participation
of a single concept in multiple preferences and to different degrees1. As already stated,
the history of the user is typically represented as a (fuzzy) set on the set of concepts that
are related to it and consists of both positive and negative parts. Preferences are mined
by using both of these parts as input and by applying clustering algorithms on them. An
ad-hoc methodology that further optimizes the above steps is the use of contextual
information. Utilizing the notion of context in the process, we are able to extract two
distinct sets of positive and negative user preferences as output and combine them in a
meaningful way to obtain the final preferences. Context-sensitive retrieval has been
identified as a major challenge in IR research. Several context-sensitive retrieval
algorithms exist in the literature, most of them based on statistical language models to
combine the preceding queries and clicked document summaries with the current query,
for better ranking of documents ([27], [28], [29], [30], [31]). Towards the optimal retrieval
system, the system should exploit as much additional contextual information as possible
to improve the retrieval accuracy, whenever this is available [32].
Most clustering methods found in the literature belong to either of two general
categories, partitioning or hierarchical [7]. Hierarchical methods do not require the
number of clusters as input, in contrast to their partitioning counterparts. Since the
number of preferences that may be encountered in a multimedia document is not known
beforehand, the latter are inapplicable [8]. The same applies to the use of a supervised
clustering method which allows one concept to belong to two or more clusters, such as
fuzzy c-means [9]; the algorithm requires the number of concept clusters as input, i.e. it
uses a hard termination criterion on the amount of clusters and, thus, can not be adopted
for efficient user preferences extraction. In the following we shall outline an innovative
hybrid approach, based on the fuzzification of an agglomerative2 hierarchical clustering
algorithm (Figure 1).

(i)

(ii)

Figure 1. Hierarchical clustering of concepts used in multimedia personalization; (i)
concepts to be clustered, (ii) clustering steps.

1

Given a universe V, a crisp set S of concepts on V is described by a membership function
μS:V→{0,1}. The crisp set S is defined as S={si}, i=1,..,N. A fuzzy set F on S is described by a
membership function μF:S→[0,1].
2
Hierarchical clustering methods are divided into agglomerative and divisive. The former are
more widely studied and applied, as well as more robust and therefore are followed herein.
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The application of such a clustering algorithm results into a crisp set of clusters detected
in a user’s usage history; each cluster is a crisp set of concepts. However, this alone is not
sufficient, as it is rather obvious that such an approach is required to support multimedia
documents belonging to multiple distinct preferences by different degrees. At the same
time, the robustness and efficiency of the hierarchical clustering approach should also be
retained, thus, without any loss of functionality or increase of computational cost, the
crisp clusters are replaced by fuzzy normalized clusters. A fuzzy classifier [33] from the
set of crisp to the set of fuzzy clusters of concepts is constructed. The fuzzy set of
preferences associated to each fuzzy cluster is then obtained, by exploiting its context and
cardinality information. Then, by aggregating the process to the entire set of fuzzy
clusters, the fuzzy set of preferences related to the initial set of multimedia documents in
the user's usage history is identified, after limiting it according to the predefined set of all
possible user preferences.
The rest of this section provides analytical details on the initial concept clustering
process, the cluster fuzzification, as well as the final user preference extraction. This
threefold model can be formalized in an abstract way as a function Y = G ( X ) without any
assumption on how the input or output of the function may be represented and
instantiated. The function takes a fuzzy set X as input and provides a different fuzzy set
Y as its output. In this context, we may particularize the above statement for the specific
case of positive user preferences P + and positive usage history H + ; function G can be
utilized to obtain P + from H + , as: P + = G ( H + ) . The described approach may then be
decomposed into the following four general steps:
1. Perform a crisp clustering of concepts H + in order to determine the count of distinct
positive preferences P + that a history document is related to
2. Construct a fuzzy classifier that measures the degree of correlation of a concept s
with each crisp cluster.
3. Consider the context and cluster cardinality of the resultant fuzzy clusters and
mathematically adjust their computed values so as to match their semantically
anticipated counterparts.
4. Identify the positive user preferences P + that are related to each cluster, according to
the a priori known set of all possible user preferences, in order to acquire an overall
result.
The same applies in the case of the application of function G to H − , in order to obtain
P − as: P − = G ( H − ) . As already stated, the final set of preferences P that correspond to

the user’s history is the set of positive P + meaningfully combined with the set of
negative preferences P − . Using the sum notation for fuzzy sets [8], this may be
represented as: P = ∑ s/max ( 0, P + ( s ) − P − ( s ) ) , where P( s) = max ( 0, P + ( s) − P − ( s ) ) denotes
s∈S

the final preference membership degree for each concept s . Finally, the set of preferences
that correspond to the set of history documents associated to the user queries is the set of
preferences that belong to any of the detected clusters of concepts that index the given
multimedia documents. An illustrative mock-up example is given in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Fuzzy preferences extraction mock-up; concepts/topics are denoted by blue
bubbles.

As observed in the figure, the above left set corresponds to the set of preferences related
to the first cluster and the above right set is the set of preferences related to the second
cluster. The set of preferences that belong to any of the two clusters is given by their
union prefsI ∪ prefsII , i.e. the set of all three top concepts. In order to validate the results
of the above fuzzy classification, we have to assure that the set of topics that correspond
to the set of documents H + are derived from the predefined set of all possible actual user
preferences. Thus, we compute the intersection of both sets, resulting into the limitation
of the final set of user preferences to the two shaded topics indicated in the Figure.

Personalized retrieval and ranking
Now, given a multimedia document of the retrieval space, the predicted interest (to
which we shall refer as personal ranking measure, rP ) of the user for it at a given time
instant in a session is measured as a value in the interval [0,1] , based on the previously
extracted preferences and computed by:
| S ∩ Ptime −1 |
rP (doc, time) = cos ( S doc , Ptime −1 ) = doc
| S doc || Ptime −1 |
where S doc is the fuzzy set of concepts associated to the document, Ptime −1 the fuzzy set of
(contextualized) preferences obtained from the previous subsection and min is the fuzzy
intersection of the two. In the context of a multimedia content retrieval system, where
users retrieve contents by issuing explicit requests and queries, the above measure is
combined with query-dependent, user-neutral search result rank values, to produce the
final, contextually personalized, rank score for the multimedia document. The final
personalized rank score r ( doc, time) for the document is then given by the function:
r ( doc, time) = f ( rP ( doc, time), rS (doc, time) )

The similarity measure, rS (doc, time) , which stands for any ranking technique to rank a
document with respect to a query or request at a given time, is computed according to
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the given possible user queries. For instance, in the case of keyword-based queries Qk we
have rS (doc, time) = cos ( Sdoc , Qk ) , or in the case of topic browsing, the degree to which the
document is classified to topic Qb is given by rS (doc, time) = Gdoc ( z ) , where z = Qb is the
specific topic and Gdoc = G ( Sdoc ) is the topic classification output of the topic classification
process. Both processes of user preferences extraction and topic classification implement
the same algorithm and can be defined in terms of the same function G :
•
G ( Sdoc ) = Gdoc provides the fuzzy set of all topics associated to the specific document,
•
z corresponds to a specific topic element of this fuzzy set, and
•
Gdoc ( z ) denotes the degree to which z belongs to Gdoc .
Multimedia documents are ranked according to their similarity to the predefined topic of
search, whereas in the case of a single view document query, the requested document is
simply presented to the user.

Figure 3. The retrieval response has been assembled into one list of retrieved multimedia
documents; a fuzzy degree of relevance is imposed.
In general, the final personalized rank score can be used to introduce a personalized bias
into any ranking technique that computes the similarity measure, which could be imagebased, ontology-based, relevance-feedback based, etc. The combination function f can
be defined for instance as a linear combination f ( x, y ) = λ · x + (1 − λ )· y . The term λ is the
personalisation factor that shall determine the degree of personalisation applied to the
search result ranking, ranging from λ = 0 producing no personalisation at all, to λ = 1 ,
where the query is ignored and results are ranked only on the basis of global user
interests. As a general rule, λ should decrease with the degree of uncertainty about user
preferences, and increase with the degree of uncertainty in the query. The problem of
how to set the value of dynamically is addressed for instance in [11], where the reader is
encouraged to find further details. x and y denote the normalization of the score values
x and y , which is needed before the combination to ensure that they range on the same
scale. The final value of the personalized rank score determines the position of each
multimedia document in the final ranking in the personalized search result presented to
the user. Typically the user has the possibility to see details of the retrieval process, e.g.
the semantic concepts that matched her/his query, the simple ranked list of her/his
results (Figure 3), as well as the final re-ranked list of the multimedia documents after the
impact of the user’s personalization settings, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. The search results have been sorted according to the user’s semantic
preferences (semantic interests and preferences).
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